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Provides descriptive information about the
data currently in memory

help command_name

Describes command syntax and options

log using filename

Creates a file that records commands and
results

search keyword

Searches Stata’s resources for desired
commands and information

set more off [on]

Tells Stata to display all results, even if the
results occupy more than one screen (resets
default)

tabulate varname
[aw=weightvar]

Produces one-way frequency distributions

#delimit; [#delimit cr]

Is used in long Do-file statements; changes
the command delimiter to a semicolon
(resets default)
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•• How to obtain information
about a dataset
•• How to obtain information
about variables
•• How to write and save a Do-file
(a file that contains Stata
syntax)
•• How to create a log file (a file
that saves your commands and
results)
•• How to print output and how
to copy/paste output into Word
•• How to use Stata’s help system

describe

Provides detailed coding and labeling
information about a variable
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n this chapter you will learn these Stata
basics:

codebook varname
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Introduction to Stata
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Let’s start with a brief tour of the Stata interface. Start Stata as you would start any program. Consider
Stata’s opening window—or windows, to be more precise (Figure 1-1). There are five windows:

D
o

••
••
••
••
••

Command,
Results,
Review,
Variables, and
Properties

When running Stata interactively on the fly, the user types a command in the Command window,
presses the Enter key, and views the output in the Results window. The Review window keeps a record of
each command that has been entered. Clicking on a previous command in the Review window returns the
command to the Command window, where the command can be rerun or edited. (Pressing the Page Up key
returns the most recently entered command to the Command window.) The Variables window displays the
names of all the variables in the current dataset. These variables, of course, are the objects we want to
analyze by typing and entering commands in the Command window. The Properties window displays
technical details about datasets and variables.
So that you can become comfortable with Stata, we will run a few basic commands by typing and
entering them from the Command window. However, it is vastly more efficient to write, run, and save
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Figure 1-1
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INFORMATION ABOUT A DATASET
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commands in a separate script file—a Do-file, in Stata parlance. With your commands safely preserved in a
Do-file, you can mark and run a series of commands. In this chapter, you will learn to open, write, run, and
save a Do-file.

Data

no
t

Now that we’ve identified all the windows on Stata’s opening display, click the Open File icon, locate the
GSS dataset on your computer (the gss.dta file), and open the dataset. Double-clicking the gss.dta dataset
file will also start Stata.
The describe command provides descriptive information about a dataset. Click in the Command
window and type “describe” (without the quotes):

Describe data in memory or in a file

D
o

Describe data

Stata tells us that the GSS dataset has 2,867 observations and 358 variables (Figure 1-2). It fills the
screen with basic information about the dataset’s variables, including each variable’s name and label.
The “more” message at the bottom of the screen informs us that the command produced additional
results, which Stata will display when prompted to do so. To scroll through long output line by line, press the
Enter key. To see the next screen, click the Go button on the menu bar (see Figure 1-2) or press any key except
the Enter key. (You can set this “more” feature off; see the last section of this chapter on customizing your Stata
display). To end the command without seeing more results, click the red Break button on the menu bar.
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Figure 1-2 Results From the describe Command
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The codebook command provides information about variables in a dataset. The general syntax of the
codebook command is as follows:
codebook varname

Data

co
py
,

For example, suppose we want Stata to display specific coding and labeling information for the variable
attend. Click in the Command window and type “codebook attend”:

Describe data contents (codebook)
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Describe data
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Consider the output in the Results window. By default, Stata uses a monospace font so table columns line-up
neatly. Its output is consistent, but some sample output in this book has been edited to fit on the page better.
Along the top line of results, Stata displays the variable’s name, “attend,” and its label, “How Often R Attends
Religious Services.” (In the idiom of survey research, “R” means “respondent.”) Codebook offers a fair amount of
detail, including (under “Freq.”) the number of respondents falling into each category of the variable.1
Take special note of the entries beneath “Numeric” and “Label.” In storing information and running
analyses, Stata relies on numbers, not words. So when Stata looks at the attend variable, it sees that some
respondents are coded 1, some are coded 2, some are coded 3, and so on. When a case does not have a valid
code on a variable, it has the missing-value designator “.”, which tells Stata to exclude the case from any
analyses. As long as a variable has numeric codes, Stata will analyze it.2
To understand a variable in human language, therefore, we need a set of value labels—descriptive words
that tell us what each numeric code means. Thus, all respondents coded 0 on attend “Never” attend religious
services, while those coded 8 attend “More than once a week.” In Chapter 3 you will learn how to add and/
or modify value labels for any new variables you create.
Now that we’ve executed our first Stata command on a variable in a dataset, we can offer a few
suggestions that will help you execute commands more efficiently. The Review window keeps a list of
commands you’ve entered. When you click on one of your prior commands, Stata will insert it into the
Command window but not execute it. This is a great time saver for executing commands that are slight
variations on ones you executed earlier in the same session, like if you wanted to apply the codebook
command to a variable other than attend in the GSS dataset.
If you double-click a row in the Variables window, Stata will insert the variable name in the Command
window without executing the command. This is a great way to minimize typos. Stata commands and variable
names are case sensitive, so minor typos can cause major problems. You don’t need to scroll down the list of
variables to find the one to insert; use the filter option at the top of the Variables window to search for a variable.
Here’s a tip that you may want to read sitting down: Stata does not have an undo command. This is
especially important when you’re creating or changing the content of variables in a dataset. If you
accidentally delete or overwrite a variable, you can’t push a button to undo your mistake. When you make
this kind of mistake, keep Stata open but close your dataset without saving it. Open the dataset you started
your session with and run commands up to the mistaken command over again. All your commands should
appear in the Review window, so retracing your steps is not too difficult.

GENERAL SYNTAX OF STATA COMMANDS
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By this point, you’ve executed commands to describe the contents of a dataset and see how a variable is
encoded. Commands, datasets, and variables are essential elements of analyzing political science data with
Stata. We’ll work through many specific examples, but now that you’ve executed a couple commands, it’s a
good time to provide a general overview of how Stata commands work that you can apply in many different
situations. All Stata commands have names, usually concise, descriptive names, and most commands
operate on variables in datasets.
Consider this generic usage statement:
command var_list (if/over) [weight] (, options)

The “command” is the name of the command. You know the names of two commands already: describe
and codebook. Commands operate on one or more variable names in the “var_list”. You’ve already executed
the codebook command on the attend variable in the GSS dataset, and the Variables window lists many
other variables in the GSS dataset.
For most tasks, you’ll need to specify the command and the variable list. These are the basic, required
statements. Sometimes, it’s all you need, but more often, to do things right, you’ll need to add additional,

1For

complete lists of the variables in the GSS, NES, states, and world datasets with brief descriptions, see Appendix Tables A-1 to A-4.
variables do not have numeric codes; rather, they are recorded as words. Thus, a dataset might contain the variable friends,
which takes on the values “Aileen,” “Bruce,” “Charisse,” and “Doug.” Variables that are recorded as words are called string variables.
Although Stata will analyze string variables, strings are not covered in this book.
2Some
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optional statements. The elements in parentheses and brackets are optional, but they may be necessary for
accurate results. For example, you may want the command to operate on the variable list only if a certain
condition is met or perform the command repeatedly over different categories. We’ll include bracketed
weight statements in many functions so our analysis of survey data is more representative of the general
population. The options available with some commands, especially commands that create graphics, fill
volumes of technical manuals, but they’re written out after a comma at the end of the command line. We’ll
show examples with one or more options specified.
When you’re doing political analysis with Stata, we encourage you to take one step at a time and start by
executing the most basic statement possible. The basic statement will give you a general idea of what a
function does. After you successfully execute the basic command, refine it by adding optional statements.
Remember, you can recall earlier commands by clicking on them in the Review window (or better yet by
writing them in a Do-file, discussed below). Working with a program like Stata is usually an iterative
process with a lot of trial and error. This is especially true when you’re writing commands to display data
graphically because the options literally aren’t just black and white.
Stata’s pull-down menus can help you get started with a new, unfamiliar command and see what options
are available. When we introduce a new command in this book, we’ll show where it can be found in Stata’s
GUI interface. This can be a great way to learn how to use a command. When you submit a command using
GUI, Stata will print the command-line equivalent. To reproduce the result more quickly in the future, copy
and paste the command into a Do-file. What’s a Do-file? Read on.

DO-FILES
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When you are after quick information about a dataset or variables, or when you are running preliminary
analyses of interesting variables, the Command line will serve you well. However, when you become
immersed in a line of analysis—or (especially) when you are building command-intensive presentationquality graphs—you will want to create Do-files.
A Do-file is a simple text file that lists command statements used to perform some task. You can think
of a Do-file as a step-by-step recipe that an analyst uses to produce results with Stata. If researchers want to
replicate the analyst’s results, they can run the Do-file. For analysts, saving a script that makes it easy to
repeat commands makes it easier to conduct similar analyses in the future.3
Open the Do-file editor by clicking the icon on the menu bar. The Stata Do-file editor is a primitive
word processor, reminiscent of Microsoft Word’s Notepad/WordPad applications.
The user types a command, marks the line(s), and clicks the Execute Selection button. (Refer to Figure 1-3.)
By default, Stata expects a command to occupy only one line. The default is the carriage return (cr)
delimiter. For simple commands, this default works fine. For longer commands, such as regression
commands with many variables or graphing commands with many options, you will want to override the cr
default with the semicolon (;) delimiter. Once the semicolon delimiter is in place, Stata will read multiple
lines as a single command until it encounters a semicolon. To declare the semicolon delimiter, type the
following command in the Do-file editor:

Figure 1-4 illustrates how the delimiter works. If you execute a semicolon-delimited command, or a
series of semicolon-delimited commands, Stata will expect the semicolon delimiter for all commands. When
you return to the Do-file and run a carriage-return command, Stata will run that command, too, because it
resets to the default between runs.4 The #delimit command only works in a Do-file; it will throw an error if
entered in the Command window.

3If

you play video games, you can think of it like saving a game you’re playing so you can pick up where you left off rather than starting
the game over and repeating all of the stages to get to where you were before.
4If you run semicolon-delimited and carriage return-delimited commands in the same group of commands, then you must reset the
carriage-return default within the group, using the command “#delimit cr”.
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The Do-file Editor
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Figure 1-3

Another option for writing long commands in Do-files is inserting triple forward slashes, ///, at the end
of the line to indicate to Stata that the command does not end but rather continues to the next line.
Insert short comments by starting the comment line with an asterisk (*). Insert longer, multiline
comments by enclosing them between “/*” at the beginning and “*/” at the end, as shown in Figure 1-5.
In addition to inserting plain English comments into your Do-files to make them more user friendly,
we can offer a few more suggestions to help you learn from our mistakes.
Save the Do-files you write with simple, descriptive names. Click on the Save File icon, select a location
(such as your USB device), and save the Do-file, giving it a mundane but descriptive name (i.e., info_about_
dataset_variables.do). At the beginning of each chapter in this book, open the Do-file editor, write the
syntax as described in the chapter, and save the file.
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Figure 1-5 Making Comments in a Do-file
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Figure 1-4 The Semicolon Delimiter

You’ll frequently execute commands with quotation marks, parentheses, and brackets. When you
insert quotation marks, parentheses, or brackets in a command, they need to come in matching pairs.
For every opening “, (, or [, there must be a closing ”, ), or ]. It’s easy to forget the closing mark, so get in
the habit of typing matching pairs of quotation marks, parentheses, or brackets and then moving the
cursor back to fill in whatever goes between them. The Do-file editor offers some visual assistance, but it’s
a good habit to start with paired sets.
Beware of curly quotation marks. If you copy a line of code from a word-processing document or web page,
it might use curly quotes rather than straight quotes and this creates a nasty, hard-to-identify bug in Stata.
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PRINTING RESULTS AND COPYING OUTPUT
Any tabular or text output can be selected and printed directly from the screen or from a log file. (In the
next chapter, we will describe how to print graphs.) To illustrate, we will use the tabulate command to
obtain a frequency distribution of government regime types around the world. (The tabulate command is
covered in Chapter 2.)
Open the world dataset (world.dta) and run the following command:

One-way table
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Frequency tables
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Summaries, tables, and tests
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Statistics

Sending Results to the Printer
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Stata produces tabular output displaying the desired frequency distribution. To print the table, select it, rightclick on the selection, and then click Print. In the Print window, click the Selection radio button. (The All button is
Stata’s default assumption, but you rarely want to print all the output you have produced during a session.) When
the Print Settings window appears, uncheck all the boxes along the top of the window. (Refer to Figure 1-6.)
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You can also copy/paste output into a word processor, too, but (truth be told) this is one of Stata’s less
satisfactory features. To obtain the most workable result, select the tabular output, right-click, and choose
Copy Table as HTML, as shown in Figure 1-7. When pasted into a Word document, the table is editable but
not of presentation quality. A bit of editing, however, produces a presentable result.
Alternatively, if your results need to be clear but not necessarily presentation quality, you can highlight
the relevant results, right-click, and choose Copy Table or Copy as Picture (see Figure 1-6; these options are
available as an alternative to Print). If you copy tabular output and paste to a Word processor, be sure to
change the Stata output to a monospace font like Courier or Lucinda Console that gives each character the
same amount of width. It is likely that your word processor defaults to a proportional font that will throw
off Stata’s column alignment. Copying the results as a picture will give a nice, crisp image but makes further
editing difficult.
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Copying and Pasting Results Into Word
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Figure 1-7

LOG FILES
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Unlike most data analysis packages, Stata does not automatically save results to an output file. This is not a
huge disadvantage, because Do-files will permit you to replicate your work. You can also select desired
output and print it directly from the Results window. Even so, you may want to keep a log file.
To begin a log file, click File  Log  Begin, as shown in Figure 1-8. Find a suitable location, name the
file, and click Save. Stata will now record everything, including commands that are typed in the Command
window and Do-file syntax that sends output to the Results window. From within Stata, you can open and
view log files, including the current log, by clicking File  Log  View. Ordinarily, Stata correctly assumes
that you want to view the active log file. If Stata is remiss, you can browse to the current log’s location. Of
course, using the File  Log menu, log files can be suspended, resumed, and closed.

GETTING HELP
To view the formal how-to manual for any Stata command, use the aptly named help command. The syntax
of the help command is as follows:
help command_name
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Figure 1-8 Beginning a Log File
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For example, if you want to see detailed instructions on the codebook command you used earlier in
this chapter to see more information about a variable, you would execute “help codebook”. The command
“help codebook” retrieves specific syntax information; for example, the technical manual for the command
will list all of the command’s options, summarize what the options do, and often provide examples of the
command. Stata displays the requested information in a separate window, the Viewer (Figure 1-9). Once
you get comfortable with the basic syntax of commands, help files can help you master them.

no
t

Help
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Stata Command . . .

In addition to a raft of information on options and useful links to command elements, Stata
communicates—by way of underlined letters—the minimum acceptable command abbreviation. As it
happens, there is no abbreviation for the codebook command, but many of its options can be
abbreviated. If none of the letters in the command syntax is underlined, then the command may not
be abbreviated.
The more commonly used commands, such as the describe command, generally have shorter acceptable
abbreviations. Commands that are destructive of data may not be abbreviated. The recode command,
discussed in Chapter 3, is an example of a destructive command.
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The help Command
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Figure 1-9
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If you don’t know or can’t remember the name of a Stata command, or if you want to delve through
Stata’s resources on a particular topic, use the search command. The syntax of the search command is
blissfully simple:
search keyword
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Suppose we are interested in doing probit analysis, a specialized modeling technique similar to logistic
regression analysis (covered in Chapter 10), and we want access to Stata’s information on the topic. Typing
the command “search probit” returns many pages of output, including hyperlinks to descriptions of every
probit-related Stata command, links to frequently asked questions (FAQs), examples of probit analysis, and
references to technical reports and bulletins.5

Help

Search . . .

5Another help-related command, findit, casts an even wider net than the search command. The findit command is equivalent to
running a search command with the “all” option.
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CUSTOMIZING YOUR DISPLAY
By default, Stata will pause long output and display the “more” message. Perhaps you like this default.
Perhaps you don’t. To switch off the default—that is, to instruct Stata to scroll through all the output
without pausing—execute the following command:
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To reinstate the default, execute this command:
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Figure 1-10 Customizing the Stata Display
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When running the “set more” commands, make sure to type them in the Command window, not in a
Do-file. If the commands appear in a Do-file, Stata ignores them.
To further customize Stata to your liking, you can toggle which windows are visible during your session
by using the menu option under the heading “Window” or simply pressing the X icon on windows you
want to hide from view. Additionally, as shown in Figure 1-10, you can right-click Stata windows for a
dialog box to change the default font size and style. If you right-click the Results window, you can choose
from a variety of tasteful color schemes and even create your own custom color scheme.

(Continued)
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(Continued)
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Figure 1-10

EXERCISES
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For the following exercises, you will use the NES dataset. Click FileOpen, locate nes.dta on your computer,
select it, and click Open.
1. Run the describe command. According to the results, the NES dataset has (fill in the blanks)
____________________ observations and ____________ variables.

2. The NES dataset contains the variable climate_1, which asks respondents whether they think climate change
is the result of natural causes, human activity, or both natural causes and human activity equally. Run
“codebook climate_1”.
A. What is the variable label for climate_1? _______________________
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B. Respondents who think climate change is caused by both natural causes and human activity equally have
what numeric code on climate_1? (circle one)
1   2   3   
C. According to the codebook results, how many respondents have missing values on climate_1?
_______________________
3. Obtain tabular output for climate_1. Run “tabulate climate_1 [aw=nesw]”.
A. Print the table.
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B. Copy/paste the table into a blank Word document. Edit the table for appearance and readability. Print the
Word document.
4. In Chapter 2, you will learn how to interpret output from the summarize command. Which of the following
are acceptable abbreviations for the summarize command? (Circle all that apply.)
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su  sum  summ  summa  summar  summari  summariz
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